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Abstract Cognitive autism research is mainly focusing

on children and young adults even though we know that

autism is a life-long disorder and that healthy aging already

has a strong impact on cognitive functioning. We compared

the neuropsychological profile of 23 individuals with aut-

ism and 23 healthy controls (age range 51–83 years).

Deficits were observed in attention, working memory, and

fluency. Aging had a smaller impact on fluency in the high

functioning autism (HFA) group than in the control group,

while aging had a more profound effect on visual memory

performance in the HFA group. Hence, we provide novel

evidence that elderly with HFA have subtle neuropsycho-

logical deficits and that the developmental trajectories

differ between elderly with and without HFA in particular

cognitive domains.
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Introduction

Cognitive changes are common when people age, but what

happens with aging if one has a psychiatric disorder like

autism, that is, what if one already has cognitive deficits?

Will everything deteriorate faster, or do efficient

compensatory mechanisms develop? At present, it is

unknown what happens when people with autism age

(Rapin and Tuchman 2008; Seltzer et al. 2004; Volkmar

et al. 2004).

Autism1 is a heterogeneous psychiatric disorder which is

characterized by social and communicative impairments

and restricted, stereotypical patterns of behavior and

interests (American Psychiatric Association (APA) 1994,

2000; Kanner 1943; Volkmar et al. 2004). The impairments

are thought to last a lifetime (Cederlund et al. 2008;

Howlin et al. 2004). Even though some autism symptoms

seem to decrease with increasing age, elderly with autism

will not reach normal levels of social functioning. A

handful of studies focused on elderly with autism (James

et al. 2006; Raznahan et al. 2010; Seltzer et al. 2004), but

studies focusing on cognition in autism are mainly

restricted to childhood and early adulthood. From these

studies with young individuals it seems that autism is

associated with early neurodevelopmental deficits in the

same cognitive mechanisms that are also known to dete-

riorate with aging.

In both childhood and adulthood individuals with autism

show a broad range of cognitive deficits, including exec-

utive functioning (EF) deficits (Geurts et al. 2009; Hill

2004; Pennington and Ozonoff 1996; Sergeant et al. 2002).

EF is an umbrella term to describe various problems in

complex, goal directed actions, and encompasses different

cognitive domains such as working memory, cognitive

flexibility, planning, and fluency. The idea has been pos-

tulated that the developmental pattern of EF in children and
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adolescents with autism is atypical (Happe et al. 2006;

Luna et al. 2007; Pellicano 2010).

This idea stems from the finding that children with

autism between 8 and 11 years of age showed several EF

deficits, while these deficits did not emerge in children with

autism aged 11–16 years (Happe et al. 2006). Also, in a

recent longitudinal 3 year follow up, planning capacity in

children with autism improved at a faster rate than that of

typically developing children (Pellicano 2010). Hence,

these findings indicate that EF deficits abate when aging.

However, these findings might be in contrast with most

recent adult studies in which executive dysfunctions are

still present in individuals with autism above 16 years of

age (Ambery et al. 2006; Bramham et al. 2009; Goldstein

et al. 2001; Hill and Bird 2006; Keary et al. 2009; Lopez

et al. 2005; Minshew et al. 2002; Shafritz et al. 2008). In

some of these studies even elderly were included (Ambery

et al. 2006; Hill and Bird 2006), but while the age range of

participants was often large (16–66 year), the effect of age

was not explored. In a cross-sectional developmental study

(Luna et al. 2007) executive dysfunctions were present in

people with autism of different ages (8–12, 13–17, and

18–33 year). Across the three age groups the autism group

encountered inhibitory control deficits as well as working

memory deficits. However, developmental improvements

in inhibitory control were similar in both groups (i.e.,

parallel development), while the development of working

memory was impaired in the autism group (Luna et al.

2007). The smaller extent of improvements in EF in chil-

dren has also been reported in two longitudinal studies

(Griffith et al. 1999; Ozonoff and McEvoy 1994). The

combined findings from cross sectional and longitudinal

studies suggest that there are different developmental pat-

terns for different aspects of EF. Whether elderly with

autism still encounter executive dysfunctions depends on

whether deficits associated with autism at young age will

remain stable, become more severe, or abate.

Unfortunately, none of the few autism-aging studies

(James et al. 2006; Raznahan et al. 2010; Seltzer et al.

2004) systematically examined EF in elderly with autism.

However, in case-studies of five elderly people with autism

it has been described that each case still encountered EF

deficits (James et al. 2006). Since EF-profiles in children

and adults with autism show similarities to those seen in

healthy elderly, it is surprising that EF has not yet been

thoroughly studied in aging individuals with autism. A

large body of research on aging in typically developing

adults revealed that aging is associated with declines in

various cognitive domains (Goh and Park 2009; Salthouse

2004). However, age-related deterioration in EF is thought

to underlie most of these age-related declines (Friedman

et al. 2009; Salthouse and Meinz 1995; Salthouse and

Miles 2002; Verhaeghen and Cerella 2002), such as the

decline in memory performance (Friedman et al. 2009;

Salthouse 2004). It seems that memory itself is not

impaired in adults with autism (Bowler et al. 2009;

Bramham et al. 2009), but it is unknown whether memory

deficits are present in elderly with autism.

The cognitive challenges healthy elderly people

encounter are thought to relate to the structural (Galuzzi

et al. 2008; Gunning-Dixon et al. 2009; Mora et al. 2007;

Sullivan and Pfefferbaum 2006) and functional changes

(Cabeza 2002; Davis et al. 2008; Goh and Park 2009; Park

and Reuter-Lorenz 2009) of the brain. Aging is especially

thought to affect various frontal brain regions (Galluzzi

et al. 2008; MacPherson et al. 2002), which have also been

found to function atypically in individuals with autism

when performing EF tasks (Gilbert et al. 2008; Just et al.

2007; Kana et al. 2007; Luna et al. 2002, 2007; Schmitz

et al. 2006). How the combination of aging and autism

affects brain anatomy and brain functioning, and thereby

behavior, is largely unknown. The current study will,

therefore, provide a direct comparison between elderly

with high functioning autism (HFA) and age and gender

matched controls on various neuropsychological tests to

determine which cognitive deficits are present in elderly

with HFA. In this way we can explore whether the deficits

are still present or indeed abate as has been suggested in

developmental studies focusing on children (e.g. Happe

et al. 2006; Pellicano 2010).

Methods

Participants

Autism Group

Participants with autism were recruited via an advertise-

ment in the magazine of the Dutch society for Autism and

were included when they received a clinical diagnosis of

autism, when they had a high score on the Social

Responsiveness Scale (SRS, Constantino and Todd 2005;

Dutch version; De la Marche et al. 2009), or when they met

both criteria. A score of 60 or higher on the SRS is

indicative of the presence of autism (Constantino and Todd

2005). Twenty participants had an official diagnosis made

by an autism expert team: 16 were diagnosed with As-

perger syndrome, 2 with autism, 1 with PDD-NOS, and 1

with ASD. For the remaining three participants an expert

had indicated the presence of ASD, but did not give an

official diagnose due to the old age of the person. Each of

these three participants had a score higher than 60 on the

SRS and were, therefore, included.
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Control Group

Controls were recruited via personal networks of the

experimenters and none of the 23 control participants

suffered from a psychiatric disorder, except for one par-

ticipant who had suffered from a depression in the past

which had been treated successfully. Also the relatives of

these participants did not suffer from autism or any other

psychiatric disorders.

The individual matching on age and gender was suc-

cessful as the groups did not differ from each other with

respect to age, and gender. Moreover, the groups were also

matched on estimated IQ (range 81–130) and educational

level (see Table 1). Given the educational level and the

estimated IQ all participants were cognitively high func-

tioning. As expected, the participants of the autism group

reported more autism characteristics on the SRS when

compared to controls.

Materials

Verbal Intelligence

The Dutch Adult Reading Test (DART; Schmand et al.

1992; Dutch version of the National Adult reading Test;

Nelson 1982) was administrated as an estimator of verbal

intelligence (DART-IQ) as reading ability of irregular

words is relatively insensitive to cognitive impairment

caused by neurological disorders and is a strong predictor

of intelligence (Schmand et al. 1998).

The participant was presented with a list of irregular

words of increasing morphological complexity which were

to be read aloud. The number of correctly pronounced

words was used to calculate a DART-IQ score, which was

the main dependent measure.

Processing Speed

To assess general motor processing speed the WAIS-III

Digit Symbol-copy (Wechsler 2002) was administered.

Processing speed was assessed since it is often reduced in

healthy aging (Salthouse 2004; Salthouse and Meinz 1995),

and in children and adults with autism (Geurts et al. 2008;

Spek et al. 2008).

Within 2 min participants needed to copy simple sym-

bols shown on top of the form in empty squares in a par-

ticular order indicated by numbers above the squares. The

dependent measure was the number of correctly copied

symbols.

Attention

The Sustained Attention to Response Test (SART; Rob-

ertson et al. 1997) was administrated as in healthy elderly

no impairments were present on this task (Carriere et al.

2010), while children with autism were impaired on this

task (Johnson et al. 2007).

During the SART, single digits between ‘0’ and ‘9’

appeared on the screen in a randomized order (250 ms).

Each digit was followed by a response cue (a cross in the

middle of the screen). Participants were instructed to

respond to a digit as soon as the response cue appeared,

except when the digit was a ‘3’. It was emphasized that

responding correctly was just as important as responding

quickly. Responses were given with a button press with the

index finger of the preferred hand. The total inter-stimulus

interval lasted 1,000 ms (response cue plus black screen

following response). The experiment started off with a

practice block consisting of 18 trials and was followed by 6

test blocks of 36 trials. This resulted in a total task duration

of approximately 10 min.

Table 1 Group means and standard deviations for age, gender, estimated IQ, educational level, and autism rating scale score

Groups

Autism (n = 23) Controls (n = 23) Statistics

Age 63.6 years (SD 7.5) 63.7 (SD 8.1) F \ 1, ns, g2 = .00

Gender 5 F, 18 M 5 F, 18 M v2 (1, N = 46) = .00, p = 1.0

DART-IQ 109.5 (10.3) 109.8 (7.9) F \ 1, ns, g2 = .00

Educationa 1/6/7/9 0/5/10/8 v2 (3, N = 46) = 1.679, p = .64

SRSb 94.1 (26.4) 25.9 (11.3) F(1, 44) = 129.9, p \ .001, g2 = .75

F female, M male, DART-IQ Dutch adult reading Test IQ, SRS Social Responsiveness Scale. Please note that various participants (autism group

n = 12; controls n = 14) used medication to treat a broad range of conditions (e.g., diabetes, arthritis). None of these drugs affect performance

on the tasks included in the current study
a The numbers between the slashes indicate the number of participants who had pre-vocational education/junior general secondary or vocation

education/senior general secondary education or vocation colleges/university education
b The adult version of the SRS is a 65-item questionnaire which addresses reciprocal social behavior, communicative deficits, and stereotypic

behavior. The SRS is effective in distinguishing between individuals with and without autism. SRS scores range from 0 (socially highly

competent) to 195 (severely socially impaired)
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Trials were analyzed per test block. The dependent

measures were the mean reaction time for correct responses

(MRT), the standard deviation of the MRT, the number of

commission errors (incorrectly pressing the response key)

and the number of omission errors (not pressing the

response key when a response was required).

Working Memory

The subtest Spatial Span (forward problems) from the

Wechsler Memory Scale-III (WMS; Wechsler 1987, 2002)

was administrated to tap visuo-spatial working memory.

Visuo-spatial working memory is impaired in healthy

aging (Wilde et al. 2004) and is impaired in children and

adults with autism (Geurts et al. 2004; Zinke et al. 2010).

The examiner tapped a sequence of squares, which the

participant needed to repeat subsequently in the correct

sequential order. The capacity of visuo-spatial working

memory was measured by increasing the length of the

modeled sequences. A sequence of two squares was the

lowest memory load and a sequence of eight the highest

memory load. The test ended when participants failed to

complete at least one of the two trials of a particular dif-

ficulty level or when all 16 trials were administrated. The

sum of the number of correctly reproduced trials in each of

the difficulty levels was the dependent measure.

Cognitive Flexibility

The Modified Card Sorting Test (MCST; Nelson 1976) and

the Trail Making Test (TMT; Reitan and Wolfson 1985)

were administrated to measure cognitive flexibility.

Aging has a negative impact on performance on the

MCST (Cafarra et al. 2004), which is an adapted version of

the Wisconsin Card Sorting test (WCST). Both are sorting

tasks that require participants to determine how to sort

cards according to unknown categories. The participants

needed to infer the sorting rule based on feedback given by

the experimenter. After a fixed number of consecutive

correct trials, the sorting rule changed. Hence, the partici-

pant needed to suppress the previous sorting rule and dis-

cover the new sorting rule. In contrast to the WCST, in the

MCST a warning that the sorting rule needs to be changed

is included. The dependent measure of interest was the

number of perseverative errors. On the WCST children and

adults with autism generally fail (Geurts et al. 2009), but

this task is not suitable for elderly. This is why the MCST

was chosen even though adults with autism do not seem to

fail on this task (Barnard et al. 2008; Hill and Bird 2006).

The TMT is a timed task that requires the participant to

connect a series of letters and numbers in ascending order.

In the first part (A) only numbers need to be connected in

the right order (from 1 to 2, from 2 to 3, and so on till 25)

and no letters are presented. In the second part (B) the

participants need to alternate between numbers and letters

(from 1 to A, from A to 2, from 2 to B, and so on till 13).

Dependent measure on this task was the difference between

the time it took the participants to complete part A and part

B (Reitan and Wolfson 1985). Aging has a negative impact

on performance on the TMT (McCurry et al. 2001).

Findings with respect to autism seem to suggest that chil-

dren and adults with autism have difficulties with this task

(Goldstein et al. 2001; Hill and Bird 2006; Minshew et al.

2002, but see Geurts et al. 2009).

Planning

The Tower of London of the Drexel University (ToL-DX;

Culbertson and Zillmer 2001) was used to measure plan-

ning capacities. In aging studies it was found that elderly

perform worse on the ToL than younger adults (Gilhooly

et al. 1999; Zook et al. 2006). In autism research, the ToL

has been found to be one of the most consistent indicators

of planning deficits in children and adults with autism

(Joseph et al. 2005; Pellicano et al. 2006; Robinson et al.

2009; Verte et al. 2005; Wallace et al. 2009; Zinke et al.

2010).

On the ToL-DX, participants were presented with a

fixed start position of three colored beads placed on three

pegs of different lengths on a wooden board. Participants

were instructed to move beads from the start position to a

predetermined goal position, while adhering to several

rules. Ten different goal configurations were presented to

the participants. The demand for planning increased as the

task proceeded, as the minimum number of moves required

to solve the problems increased from four per problem at

the start of the task to seven at the end of the task. The

dependent measure was the number of moves participants

made on the task, of which the minimal number of moves

required to solve the problems was subtracted.

Fluency

To measure verbal letter fluency, i.e. the capacity to gen-

erate novel responses, an adaptation of the Controlled

Word Association Task (COWAT; Benton and Hamsher

1976) was administered. Performance on verbal fluency

tasks decreases with increasing age (Clark et al. 2009).

Also, children and adults with autism (Bramham et al.

2009; Geurts et al. 2004; Spek et al. 2008) generate less

novel responses as compared to controls.

Participants were required to name as many words

starting with a particular letter as they could within 60 s.

This was done for D, A, and S. Measure of interest was the

sum of the number of correctly named words within 1 min

for each letter.
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Visual Memory

Visual Reproduction of the WMS-III (Wechsler 1987,

2002) measures memory for visual stimuli. Administration

of this task in healthy older adults shows age-associated

impairments (Price et al. 2004). With respect to autism, no

deficits seem to be present (Williams et al. 2006).

Participants looked at five geometrical figures for 10 s.

Immediately after viewing the figures and 20 min after

viewing, participants were asked to reproduce the figures.

Dependent measures were the degree to which the copied

figure resembled the original figure (see Wechsler scoring

manual; Wechsler 2002) on immediate and delayed

reproduction.

Verbal Memory

The Dutch version of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning

Task (RAVLT; Rey 1964; Dutch version; Van den Burg

et al. 1985) was administered to measure verbal memory.

In aging research, the RAVLT is one of the most com-

monly used verbal learning tasks (Vakil et al. 2010). Adults

with autism seem not to have difficulties with this specific

task (Bowler et al. 2009).

Participants had to memorize a list of 15 unrelated

words in five learning trials. Immediate recall was tested

after each learning trial. Delayed recall and recognition

were measured after a 20 min delay. In the recognition test

the memorized words were intermixed with new words.

The dependent measures were the total number of correctly

recalled words at immediate and delayed recall, and the

number of correctly recognized words.

Procedure

After participants had filled out an informed consent form

and some questionnaires, they were tested. To exclude

order effects, four fixed test orders were counterbalanced

across participants. All participants received a small gift at

the end of the test session, reports of the overall study

findings, and a surprise gift voucher (15 euro). The study

was approved by the local ethical committee. All proce-

dures were conducted in accord with relevant laws and

institutional guidelines.

Results

Group Comparisons

The alpha level was adjusted to compensate for the number

of comparisons made. For each ANOVA or MANOVA

alpha was set at .006. As can be seen in Table 2, for most

tasks no significant group effects were present. Nonethe-

less, the groups differed significantly on attention, working

memory, and fluency. These findings will be discussed

below.

Attention

For the SART a repeated measure ANOVA was conducted

with group (2 levels) as between-subject factor and block

(6 levels) as within-subject factor. There was a marginally

significant interaction effect between group and block, F(5,

40) = 3.07, p \ .02, g2 = .28 (see Fig. 1). The time

course of the task (i.e., blocks) had a more pronounced

effect in the control than in the autism group. While at the

end of the six blocks both groups had similar MRTs, at the

beginning of the task the controls responded slower than

the autism group. Hence, controls started off slower than

the autism group, but increased their speed when the task

progressed, while the autism group hardly increased their

speed over time. This observation was confirmed by

additional independent t-tests, which indicated that elderly

with autism were faster than controls in the second block,

t(44) = -2.17, p \ .05, but not in the last block (ns).

While all participants were faster at the end of the task as

compared to the beginning, F(5, 40) = 3.14, p \ .02,

g2 = .28, the interaction effect suggests that this was

mainly due to the change in speed of responding in the

control group. No significant differences emerged for the

standard deviation of MRT (block: F(5, 40) = .91, ns,

g2 = .19; interaction block * group: F \ 1, ns, g2 = .01).

The controls made less commission errors than the

autism group, but there was neither a significant effect of

block, F(5, 40) = 1.04, ns, g2 = .11, nor a significant

interaction effect between block and group, F(5,

40) = 1.58, ns, g2 = .17. Hence, accuracy did not improve

or decrease across the task. For the number of omission

errors no significant differences emerged (block: F(5,

40) = 1.71, ns, g2 = .17; interaction block * group: F(5,

40) = 1.17, ns, g2 = .13).

Working Memory

On the spatial span task the controls outperformed the

autism group. The autism group remembered significantly

less sequences than the controls. Thus, elderly with autism

showed visual working memory problems.

Fluency

The total number of correct words was, although margin-

ally, significantly higher in the controls than in the autism

group. This implies that elderly with autism had difficulties

with generating novel responses.
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Exploratory Regression Analyses

Regression analyses with age, group, and interaction

between age and group as predictors were conducted for

each of the main dependent measures to determine whether

age has a different impact for the autism and control group.

For most dependent measures there was neither an effect of

age nor an interaction effect of age and group. Hence, age

did not explain a significant amount of variance in the

tested models (for the group findings please see results of

group comparisons) for processing speed, attention,

working memory, cognitive flexibility, and planning.

Moreover, in none of these domains age had a different

effect in elderly with autism as compared to controls. The

explained variance ranged from 1% (ToL-DX) till 32%

(TMT). However, some interesting patterns emerged for

fluency and visual and verbal memory.2

Fluency

Thirty-three percent of the variance for verbal letter fluency

was explained by the model (p \ .001). By inspecting the

beta (b) coefficient, it was established that there was a

negative relationship between age and total number of

correctly named words (b = -.64; p \ .001). This indi-

cates that with increasing age, elderly gave less correct

responses. Moreover, the interaction between age and

Table 2 Group means, standard deviations, and statistics for each neuropsychological test

Domain Task Dependent measure Groups Statistics

Autism Controls

Processing speed Symbol copy Wechsler score 10.4 (2.7) 11.1 (1.9) F(1, 44) = 1.16, ns, g2 = .03

Attention SART MRT 206.1 (106.1) 251.4 (99.3) F(1, 44) = 2.24, ns, g2 = .05

SD MRT 98.0 (63.0) 88.5 (29.1) F \ 1, ns, g2 = .01

Commission errors 4.7 (3.7) 2.4 (2.2) F(1, 44) = 6.2, p < .02, g2 = .12

Omission errors 7.3 (17.6) 0.8 (1.7) F(1, 44) = 3.12, ns, g2 = .07

Working memory Spatial span Total no correct 6.6 (1.7) 8.1 (1.7) F(1, 44) = 8.97, p < .005, g2 = .17

Cognitive flexibility MCST No. of perseverations 3.3 (5.6) 1.7 (2.1) F(1, 44) = 1.65, ns, g2 = .04

TMT Time B–Time A (sec) 46.3 (24.9) 36.5 (16.8) F(1, 44) = 2.46, ns, g2 = .05

Planning ToL-DX Total moves 27.1 (13.1) 30.8 (17.6) F \ 1, ns, g2 = .02

Fluency COWAT Total no correct 40.2 (9.8) 46.7 (9.2) F(1, 44) = 5.45, p < .03, g2 = .11

Visual Memory WMS figures Direct recall total score 78.2 (18.3) 82.5 (9.1) F(1, 44) = 1.05, ns, g2 = .02

Delayed recall total score 57.6 (25.0) 61.6 (18.0) F \ 1, ns, g2 = .01

Verbal memory RAVLT Direct recall total correct 45.4 (10.0) 45.1 (8.3) F \ 1, ns, g2 = .00

Delayed recall total correct 9.3 (3.6) 8.8 (3.3) F \ 1, ns, g2 = .01

Recognition total correct 29.2 (1.3) 28.2 (2.2) F(1, 44) = 3.15, ns, g2 = .07

In bold the measures on which significant differences emerged. For each group and for each dependent measure, participants with extreme scores

were identified. Extreme scores were values more than three box plot lengths (i.e., standard errors) from the upper or lower edge of the box. Only

for the SART and the MCST there were outliers in the autism and control group, but exclusion of these outliers did not alter the pattern of

findings

WAIS Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, SART sustained attention to response test, WMS Wechsler Memory Scale, MCST modified card sorting

test, TMT trail making test, ToL-DX tower of London-Drexler University, COWAT controlled word association task, RAVLT Rey auditory verbal

learning task, RT reaction time, SD RT standard deviation of RT, No. number
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Fig. 1 Mean reaction time (MRT, with standard errors) across the six

blocks for the autism group (red line) and the control group (blue
line). Only in block 2 there is a significant difference between the

autism group and the controls (see ‘‘Results’’ section for details)

(Color figure online)

2 Please note that the interactions remained significant when log

transformations of the dependent variables were performed which

shows that these interactions can be interpreted as valid interactions.
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group was significant (b = 2.33; p \ .04), which means

that age has a different effect in the autism group as

compared to the controls. Visual inspection reveals that age

has a more pronounced effect in the controls than in the

autism group (see Fig. 2).

Visual Memory

Forty-eight percent of the variance for WMS immediate

recall was explained by the model (p \ .001). It appears

that there was a negative relationship between age and the

degree of resemblance between the original and the copied

figure (b = -.26; p \ .10), although this was not signifi-

cant. The interaction between age and group was significant

(b = 2.93; p \ .005), which means that age has another

effect in the autism group as compared to the controls.

Visual inspection shows that age has a less pronounced

effect in the controls than in the autism group (see Fig. 3).

Age had a significant effect on WMS delayed recall (b = -

.35; p \ .05). Thus, with increasing age, visual memory

performance decreases. However, the interaction between

age and group was not significant, which suggests that age

had a similar effect on both groups. The explained variance

for WMS delayed recall was 35% (p \ .001).

Verbal Memory

For number of correctly reproduced words at both imme-

diate and delayed recall, the model was significant (both

p \ .001; immediate recall 34%, delayed recall 31%).

However, only for immediate recall there was a negative

relationship with age (b = -.36; p \ .04), so increasing

age implies a decrease in verbal memory performance.

However, there were no significant interactions between

age and group.

Discussion

The major aim of this study was to determine in which

cognitive domains elderly with autism have deficits. The

current results suggest that elderly with HFA show

impairments in sustained attention, working memory, and

fluency, while other cognitive domains are intact. Different

developmental patterns emerged for fluency and visual

memory in elderly with HFA and controls.

In children and adults with autism deficits have been

observed in planning, and cognitive flexibility (Hill 2004).

In elderly with autism these deficits do not seem to be

present. This might suggest that the deficits observed at

young age disappear when aging, which is in line with

findings from previous studies in children (Happe et al.

2006; Pellicano 2010). As age did not have a specific effect

on planning in participants aged between 51 and 83 years,

a speculative hypothesis is that the deficit disappears before

the age of 50. A longitudinal study is needed to determine

whether individuals with autism catch up with their cog-

nitive development for some EF domains (Happe et al.

2006; Pellicano 2010). If so, this would imply that deficits

present in childhood or young adulthood are transitory and

will disappear when aging. This might, for example, be due

to different effects of age on brain development. With

respect to cortical volume it seems that the age related

reduction seen in specific brain areas of healthy people is

less profound in people with autism (Raznahan et al. 2010),

which might result in smaller decrease in cognitive abilities
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Fig. 2 Relationship between age (x-axis) and performance on the

fluency task (y-axis) for the autism group (red line) and the control

group (blue line). This figure illustrates that age has a more

pronounced effect in the control group as compared to the autism

group (Color figure online)

Fig. 3 Relationship between age (x-axis) and performance on the

visual memory task (direct recall; y-axis) for the autism group (red
line) and the control group (blue line). This figure illustrates that age

has a more pronounced effect in the autism group as compared to the

control group (Color figure online)
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(see also McAlonan et al. 2002). Alternatively, although

speculative, it could be that individuals with HFA have

already acquired compensatory strategies to cope with their

cognitive challenges which they can use when they get

older (i.e., safeguard hypothesis).

An alternative explanation for the aforementioned

findings is that the tasks used were not sensitive enough to

determine whether elderly with HFA still have problems in

planning, and cognitive flexibility. With respect to plan-

ning, this alternative explanation seems implausible, as the

task we used (ToL) has repeatedly been used to show that

deficits are present in children and adults with autism

(Joseph et al. 2005; Pellicano et al. 2006; Robinson et al.

2009; Verte et al. 2005; Wallace et al. 2009; Zinke et al.

2010). With respect to flexibility, the findings in children

and adults with autism are not consistent. However, it

seems that adults with autism already succeed on the

cognitive flexibility tasks we administered (Barnard et al.

2008; Hill 2004; Hill and Bird 2006), as is also the case for

elderly with HFA. Therefore, in future studies alternative

tasks may be useful to determine whether or not the

planning and cognitive flexibility deficits indeed disappear.

With respect to the other cognitive domains, the pattern

of findings in elderly with HFA seems to be similar to the

pattern seen in children and adults with autism. The deficits

in sustained attention, working memory, and fluency

(Bramham et al. 2009; Geurts et al. 2004; Johnson et al.

2007; Spek et al. 2008; Zinke et al. 2010) continue to be

present, while visual and verbal memory are still intact

(Bowler et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2006). Hence, it could

well be that for most cognitive domains, aging in elderly

with HFA runs in parallel with typical aging. Moreover, a

recent study focusing on brain anatomy (cortical thickness

and cortical surface area) in people with autism (aged 10

through 60 years) showed that there are no differences in

the developmental pattern of the frontal cortex between

people with and people without autism (Raznahan et al.

2010). Our findings discussed so far suggest that there

might be different developmental patterns for different

aspects of cognition (see also Luna et al. 2007), as some

deficits remain stable and others seem to disappear. How-

ever, from these findings it is not clear whether some of the

deficits that remain might become more severe over time.

In line with the aging literature we found that with

increasing age, performance decreases for both visual

memory (Vakil et al. 2010) and fluency (Clark et al. 2009).

However, the effect of aging differed between individuals

with and without HFA. Whereas for fluency, the perfor-

mance decrease was steeper for elderly without autism, for

visual memory elderly with HFA showed a steeper per-

formance decrease with increasing age. This latter pattern

might suggest an accelerated decrease (i.e., double

jeopardy).

One could hypothesize that aging and autism form a

double jeopardy. The main hypothesis in one of the most

dominant models of cognitive aging, the scaffolding theory

of aging and cognition (Cabeza 2002; Goh and Park 2009;

Park and Reuter-Lorenz 2009), is that when the aging brain

degenerates, it will adapt to this degeneration by using

different (or additional) brain areas as a compensatory

mechanism. This is thought to be a normal adaptation of

the brain to reduce the impact of the age-related brain

degeneration on cognitive processes. Hence, if the aging

brain would not reorganize, the cognitive performance of

elderly would be worse. Various neuroimaging findings

suggest that similar compensatory processes are already

taking place in individuals with autism in adolescence and

adulthood. It has been reported that in people with autism,

more (and larger) brain areas are recruited during perfor-

mance on EF tasks to obtain a performance similar to

controls (Koshino et al. 2005; Schmitz et al. 2006; Takarae

et al. 2007; Thakkar et al. 2008; but patterns of underac-

tivation have also been reported; Kana et al. 2007; Luna

et al. 2002; Minshew et al. 2002; Schmitz et al. 2006;

Solomon et al. 2009). If normal age-related compensatory

processes cannot be recruited in autism because the cog-

nitive reserves are already in use at young age, one would

expect a faster decline in cognitive performance in elderly

with autism than in healthy controls. However, this

account does not explain why the accelerated decrease was

only observed for immediate reproduction of visual

information.

The present study suffers from some limitations com-

plicating the interpretation of these findings. First, a rela-

tively small number of participants over 60 years of age

were included, while it is known that various cognitive

problems in healthy aging start to emerge only at the age of

60 (Nilsson et al. 2009; Treitz et al. 2007). Visual

inspection of the figures (Figs. 2, 3) suggests that espe-

cially after the age of 75 performance is affected differ-

ently. Second, even though we verified the clinical

diagnosis with a self-report questionnaire, we did not use

other diagnostic measures to control whether the autism

diagnoses were indeed correct. Third, most of the partici-

pants with autism were high functioning and received their

autism diagnosis in late adulthood, which implies that the

current findings may not be representative for the whole

autism population. Moreover, we used the DART as a test

of IQ, but this test of verbal intelligence might overesti-

mate the IQs of some participants with autism as individ-

uals with autism are sometimes very good in the automatic,

rigid decoding of words, without having corresponding

abilities in other skills. Nonetheless, given that for most

participants the educational level was at or above average,

we believe that we did solely include high functioning

individuals.
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In sum, aging might have a different impact in people

with psychiatric disorders, like autism, than in controls, but

the effect of aging in HFA depends largely on the cognitive

domain under study. Although the aging trajectory for

people with HFA is typical for most cognitive domains

(i.e., parallel development), it is atypical and diverges from

the normal pattern for some cognitive domains. On the one

hand there is suggestive evidence for a double jeopardy

aging pattern, while on the other hand there is evidence for

a safeguard aging pattern. This divergence of develop-

mental patterns for different cognitive domains has been

observed in autism with respect to the cognitive develop-

ment from childhood to adulthood as well (Luna et al.

2007). The current findings show that knowledge regarding

autism based on studies in childhood and adulthood cannot

be translated directly to elderly with autism, as different

deficits are present depending of the age of individual with

autism. Before we can draw firm conclusions, the current

findings need to be replicated in a large study in which

more elderly above 75 years of age should be included.

Also, cognitive domains under study need to be extended to

social cognition, as social impairments form an important

part of the challenges that elderly with autism encounter.
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